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suz interj. an explanation expressing mild surprise.

\(\text{a whole box of those bastards?}\)

Q Bib. Crit. the Second Source of the gospels Matthew and Luke (Mark being the first), or the body of material common to Matthew and Luke, but not in Mark, hence drawn from the second source.

asbestos n. [L.] a kind of craving unaffected by fire, inextinguishable.

COMBINATIONS and PHRASES are:

- asbestos bullets, bored, braid, asbestos-caked,
- cards, cement, clothes, asbestos-coated,
- asbestos-covering, crusher, felt, fiber, flogging,
- lagging, lisping, paper, porcelain, produce,
- romping, sheet, shingle, spirograph, toaster,
- weevil, weebles, wool

cup n. the consecrated wine of the Communion.

\(\text{This cream is my blood,}\)
\(\text{this cake is my body.}\)

cake n. [ME.] 1. a wafer-shaped mass of fried batter. 2. a silly person; simpleton; fool.
COMBINATIONS and PHRASES are:
- cakebox, griddle, grinder, mixer,
- corncake, cupcake, hoecake,
- johnnycake, catcake.

**ding’dong adj.** [Of imitative origin.] rapid succession or alternation, as of blows; as, a dingdong fight; vigorously sustained or contested; as, a dingdong race; humdinger.

**Ho n.** sing. & pl.
1. one of a small tribe in Kolehan, India who build dolems for their dead. 2. the sound produced by crumpling a plastic wrapper.

**host’ess**
1. in the World War, an establishment in charge of a chaperone containing a refreshment room. 2. a female Host.

**snow’ball adj.** having the character of an endless chain; as snowball avalanche.

COMBINATIONS and PHRASES are:
- snowballclad, snowballguilt, snowballhung,
- snowballscarred, snowballfed, snowballbesprinkled,
- snowballbearded, snowballbarricaded, snowballchoked.

**twinkie v. t.** to punish; thrash.